Stop fighting with rings and bolts! PIG Latching Lids make it easy to access drums and meet regs.

- Unique design makes it easier to access drum, minimize vapor emissions and meet closed container regs — great for hazwaste
- Easy-access lid closes securely to help you meet closed container regs
- Lockable latch helps prevent unauthorized access
- Hinge stops keep funnel lid upright when open
- Durable, chemical-resistant powder coat helps ensure long service life
- Hinge pin is made for easy lid removal without loosening band around drum

PIG Latching Drum Lids are loaded with features you won’t find anywhere else.

One-hand latching handle with locking mechanism
Easily removed hinge pin
Adjustable tension
Nitrile gasket
Chemical-resistant powder coat

“Easy to open and is truly closed when latched. No more fighting rings and bolts just to add or remove contents from the drum.”

— Paul P.
PIG Drum Lid Customer
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Choose the right drum lid for the job.

PIG Latching Lids make it easy to keep stored materials pure and hazwaste locked down tight. You won’t find a wider variety of sizes and options anywhere else!

**OUR MOST POPULAR LATCHING LID**

**30RF33** (Mfr. Item # DRM659)
**PIG Latching Drum Lid**
- Red • Also available in: Yellow • Black

Unique design makes it easier to access drum, minimize vapor emissions and meet hazwaste regulations.
- Latching design opens and closes with one hand for easy operation
- For 55 gal. new and reconditioned open-head steel drums

**FOR SMALLER SIZES**

**30PX31** (Mfr. Item # DRM821)
**PIG Latching Drum Lid**
- Red • Also available in: Yellow • Black
- For 20 and 30 gal. new and reconditioned open-head steel drums

All the features of our 55-gallon Latching Drum Lid (33RF33) sized to fit your smaller drums.

**WITH FAST-LATCH RING**

**30PX12** (Mfr. Item # DRM1072)
**PIG Latching Drum Lid with Fast-Latch Ring**
- Red • Also available in: Yellow • Black

All the features of our standard latching lid plus quick, easy mounting with our fast-latch ring.
- Fits 55 gal. new and reconditioned open- and tight-head steel drums
- Adjustment rod lets ring expand to fit larger diameter reconditioned drums

**FOR POLY DRUMS**

**30PX16** (Mfr. Item # DRM1084)
**PIG Latching Lid for Poly Drum**
- Red • Also available in: Yellow • Black

The first latching lid for open-head poly drums.
- For most 55 gal. open-head poly drums
- Two sets of interchangeable spacers help this lid fit the five most common poly drums

“*It makes it very easy to comply with closed container rules for a drum that’s opened and closed a lot.*”

— Susan M.
PIG Drum Lid Customer

Whether you’re storing new materials, collecting waste or draining small containers, PIG Latching Lids make it easier to access your drums and comply with regulations — indoors or out!